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TIRE PROTECTION AND TRACTION CHAINS SINCE 1943

TPC





TPCSystems

2 SYSTEMS

3 CHAIN MESH CONFIGURATIONS

PROTECTION TRACTIONPROTECTION + TRACTION

RING-LINK SYSTEM
Drop-forged wear links.

Tried and tested technology.
Wide range of wear links.

RING-RING SYSTEM
Drop-forged wear rings. 
Perfect tire protection
giving excellent chain life
on very abrasive materials. 

FELS (4X4) GARANT (6X6) GARANT (10X10)
All around tire protection for
mining, quarrying, slag, and
recycling operations. 

Greater traction and safety on 
gradients and wet or slippery

surfaces. 

Greater traction and safety
on snow, ice, and slimy

surfaces. 























TPCInnovations

ADVANCED ASSEST PROTECTION

ERLAU tire protection chains are essential to protect and preserve valuable assets and, in doing so, 
save their operations a lot of money each year. Rapid deterioration of earthmover tires through excessive
abrasion and sudden, total loss because of punctures or sidewall cuts has always been an expensive
problem for mines, quarries, and other heavy industries. 

When limited availability sees plant owners compelled to stockpile spare tires “just in case,” ERLAU tire
protection chains, which can extend a tire’s useful life by a factor of ten, have become the essential 
accessory relied upon to ensure wheeled plant availability and fulfill production targets. Where load and accessory relied upon to ensure wheeled plant availability and fulfill production targets. Where load and 
haul is a central component of the operation, optimizing mobile plant availabilty is the key to success and 
this success depends on skilled staff and a rigorous maintenance schedule with particular attention to the 
tires.
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